
Appendix 4: Local Character Assessments  
 
The Purpose of Character Assessments 
 
The Character Assessments (CAs) in the Neighbourhood Plan provide guidance for the 
consideration of planning applications and development in our neighbourhood. 
The CAs responds to the Core Strategy CS 18: 'Planning permission will only be granted for 
development that demonstrates high quality urban design through responding 
appropriately to the site and its surroundings, creating a strong sense of place, and 
contributing to an attractive public realm'. 
 
The CAs provide a description of the site and surroundings in 14 CAs and set out a list of 
important assets to be protected and enhanced, and guidelines for development in those 
areas which planning officers should take into consideration in assessing planning 
applications. They link directly to HOS6 in the main n 
Neighbourhood plan. 
        
Importance of the CAs 
 
There is no doubt that the main asset of the Neighbourhood Forum (NF) area is its very 
particular character.  In order that this character might be protected during the course of 
any further development or activity, the NF considered it vital to undertake assessments of 
the character of each district within the forum area.  
 
The 14 Character Assessments have been prepared by residents of the NF area who have a 
keen interest in the district they have chosen to assess, with additional material contributed 
by a local historian and planning experts.  The CAs here are a summary of detailed 
assessments which were created using the CA Toolkit recommended by Oxford City Council.  
The summary CAs will be consulted on as part of the Neighbourhood Plan consultation. 
     
Each CA is summarised in a standard format, addressing: 
- General Overview: a description of the district 
- History, where significant 
- Issues relevant to the district 
- Assets, listing key aspects of character 
- Guidance for new development: the main purpose of the Character Assessments. 
      

General Overview of Summertown and St Margaret’s 
Summertown and St Margaret’s Wards are mainly residential, mid-nineteenth- to mid-
twentieth-century developments north of Oxford Centre. On the west and east they are 
framed by Port Meadow and the Cherwell Valley, with the Ring Road as the northern limit. 
Their southern boundary is less than half a mile from the city centre.  
 
The NF Area is intersected by two important arteries from the north into Oxford: the 
Banbury and Woodstock Roads. Both roads are lined with substantial buildings, well set 



back, leaving space for handsome trees and generous front gardens, which form part of the 
streetscape and create an impressive entrance to the city centre. 
These two arteries are well served by public transport. There are designated bus lanes and 
modest facilities for cycling. There is a major district centre: the Summertown shopping and 
restaurant area in the Banbury Road, together with some significant services in South 
Parade. 
 
St Margaret’s Ward, which forms the southern section of the NF Area, consists mainly of 
large period houses and a significant number of colleges and schools. It is almost entirely 
within the North Oxford Victorian Suburb Conservation Area. 
 
North of Summertown Centre, to the west of Banbury Road, the housing pattern gradually 
reduces from dense towards generously spaced. To the east of Banbury Road the trend is 
from well-spaced housing to much denser housing in the Cutteslowe area. Cutteslowe is the 
only part of the NF Area that still has low-cost housing, and as such it merits special 
consideration. 
 
In the south-west, near the Oxford Canal, there is an area of closely spaced period housing 
at Hayfield Road, as well as two recently built estates, Waterways and Aristotle Lane estate. 
 

History 

Summertown was a late arrival in the history of Oxford. The first known building in the area 
was a stone-built inn, reputedly frequented by highwaymen, roughly where Ewert Place 
now lies. It was called Diamond House or Diamond Hall. In 1790 its ill repute forced it to 
close, and it was converted into four one-room tenements. 
 
In 1820 the first advertisement was placed in Jackson’s Oxford Journal for ‘freehold land, in 
about 45 lots, near the Diamond House … commanding pleasant and extensive views, 
superior soil for the growth of vegetables or fruit trees … and excellent foot and carriage 
roads leading to the same'. An essential difference between Summertown and North Oxford 
is that Summertown was built entirely on freehold land, and North Oxford (apart from Park 
Town) entirely on leasehold land. 
 
The earliest map to show Summertown and name it (though spelling it ‘Somer’s Town’) was 
published in May 1824. In a map of 1832 it is named ‘Summers Town’. 
In 1832, Summertown was very much a separate village, its buildings outside the City 
boundary and therefore liable for lower County rates. 
 
Summertown is shaped by two factors: the narrow gravel terrace between the Thames and 
the Cherwell, which provided the only land which could be built on (it is bounded on each 
side by low clay water meadows), and the two broad turnpike roads – still only 373 yards 
apart at South Parade, which made it inevitable that later developments would be at right 
angles to those roads. 
 
Speculative building in Summertown was a response to a huge increase in Oxford’s 
population, which more than doubled from 1801 to 1851, to nearly 26,000. 



The first houses were built along the Banbury Road and in the three lanes running east from 
it. John Badcock in 1832 described himself as living in a ‘humble cott’, later converted into 
the Dew Drop Inn. The Banbury Road, apart from being a turnpike road, became the village 
street of Summertown. It was much busier than the Woodstock Road, which, on the eastern 
side, was largely given over to slum dwellings, known as ‘Rows’ and later as ‘Yards’.  
 
By Easter 1831, enough funds had been raised from St John’s and other colleges and from 
‘pious and benevolent individuals’ to build a church, St John Baptist, on a piece of land in 
Middle Way. As a result, the south end of Middle Way and South Parade became the heart 
of the village. Within a short distance could be found the village schools, the Congregational 
chapel, the post office, the Rose & Crown pub, the first Co-op shop, and the houses of the 
vicar, the schoolmaster, and the village policeman. 
 
St John Baptist had a short life: in 1909 the new parish church of St Michael and All Angels 
was built; the old church fell into disuse and was demolished in 1924. However, the stones 
and the roof were used for the church hall in Portland Road, and so the shape of the original 
church can still be seen. 
 
The remainder of the plot bought by St John’s for the church was given by the College in 
1848 for a church school. The numbers of pupils increased dramatically, even before 1870, 
when attendance became compulsory. In the 1930s, in an attempt to clear the Oxford 
slums, families were moved to the new suburb of Cutteslowe, where no school was 
provided. As a result, in 1936 there were 323 children on the Summertown school register, 
and steps were taken to build a new Infant and Primary School in Cutteslowe. Older children 
continued to be educated at Summertown until the Cherwell Secondary Modern School was 
opened in 1964 for pupils aged 11 and upwards. 
 
In 1934 the infamous Cutteslowe Walls were built by a developer to separate the Council 
estate from private housing to the west. They were not finally demolished until 1959. 
 
The school building in Rogers Street was demolished in 1971 to make way for a block of 
flats. Bishop Kirk School was opened as a Church-aided school for all the North Oxford 
parishes in 1966, taking children from 7 to 11, but it was closed and the land was sold for 
redevelopment in 1990. 
 
Originally the east side of the Banbury Road was farm land. A green lane, now Summerfield 
Road, led to a market garden and then to a building which became a house called 
Summerfield, where a small school for boys was established – later to become Summer 
Fields School. On the east side of the lane joining Summerfield Road to Mayfield Road stood 
St Giles’ Workhouse. This was a stone house built in 1824 but declared redundant in 1835. 
 
Grand villas began to be built along the Banbury Road from the early 1820s. The first was 
Southlawn, built in 1822 at 367 Banbury Road as an investment by Crews Dudley, an Oxford 
dignitary after whom Dudley Court was later named. It too started life as an ‘amateur 
school’. 
 



In 1823 Summerhill, a large Italianate villa, was built at 333 Banbury Road. The annual 
school treat and parish functions were held in its garden.  
 
Further up the road, on the corner of Rogers Street, was ‘a gothic structure of curious 
appearance’ built in 1831 by an Oxford wine merchant. Considerably extended, this 
property still occupies the corner of the street. 
 
John Badcock, in his 1832 history, speaks of ‘three admirable houses’ in Summertown: 
Kimber’s in Middle Way, Dudley’s Southlawn, and a vast house later known as Apsley 
Paddox, built in 1830 to the north of Squitchey Lane. Its second owner, Charles Robertson, 
built a chapel next to his estate, which later became the Catholic Church of St Gregory and 
St Augustine. The Apsley Paddox estate has now been redeveloped for housing. 
 
In the Inclosure Map of 1829, Richards Lane is shown for the first time. Robert Richards was 
a higgler (a pedlar) who lived in one of the two tiny cottages on the lane. The cottage is still 
there, joined to Henley House, which is now the Dragon pre-prep school. 
 
The last Regency villa to be built in Summertown, The Lodge, was completed by 1840, and 
still stands between Middle Way and the Woodstock Road. Between 1852 and 1891 it was 
the home of Owen Grimbly, who took over a grocery store in Cornmarket and made it into 
Oxford’s best-known department store, Grimbly Hughes. 
 
On the corner of what is now Hobson Road (then Albert Road) stood The Firs, the last of the 
great early Victorian houses of Summertown. It was built in 1830 for Joseph Bates, a 
nurseryman who specialised in conifers. This may explain the number of fine fir trees in 
North Oxford. The house was demolished in 1961, to be replaced by Martin Court. 
 
In 1851 Summertown had 228 inhabited houses with a population of 1,278. About one-third 
of the population was aged under 12, and only 21 people were over 70. 
The 1881 census shows an increase in the Summertown population over the previous 30 
years of only 142, and an increase in the number of houses by 54, of which 15 were 
unoccupied. Most of the building consisted of small houses on South Parade, Middle Way, 
Rogers Street, and Grove Street. 
 
Meanwhile, further south in North Oxford, St John’s College was granting building leases – a 
process which speeded up after 1877, when dons were allowed to marry. In North Oxford, 
houses were built with piped water, but this was still resisted in Summertown because of 
fear that a new rate would be levied. Summertown residents mostly continued to use their 
own wells, which were now more contaminated than they had been in 1830, when 
development began. 
 
In 1889 the City boundary was extended to take in all the old parish of St Giles, which 
included Summertown. The roads were now to be made up, gas and water mains laid, and 
drains running into ditches connected with main drains. Every householder had to pay 5 per 
cent of the total cost. 
 
In 1880 Owen Grimbly, who was a generous supporter of Summertown causes,  



laid out the 22 acres of the Sunnymead estate; but the roads – Herne (sic) Road, Islip Road, 
and Water Eaton Road – were slow to develop. 
 
The second big development was on land to the south of South Parade, which had been 
bought by the Oxford Industrial and Provident Building Society. This provided in all 179 
houses in seven roads, with the City Council requiring the Banbury Road houses to be set 
back 25 feet from the road. 
 
The third development was between Sunnymead and Summer Fields. The land had once 
been Hawkswell Farm, bought by Alderman Francis Twining, who combined it with Stone’s 
Estate, owned by an Oxford charity. Six roads were built on the Hawkswell Estate: Portland, 
Lonsdale, King’s Cross, Victoria, Hamilton, Lucerne, and the Banbury Road frontage: in all, 
350 houses. 
 
The Congregational church (now the United Reformed church) was built in 1893 on the 
Banbury Road. The architect, Kingerlee, used very similar patterns for the church and for 
Twining’s grocery next door. In 1897, a Baptist chapel was built in Woodstock Road. 
 
With the completion of the six new roads on the Hawkswell Estate, all the Summertown 
freehold land had been built on. What remained was infilling. 
 
A major employer in the mid-twentieth century was Oliver & Gurden, a cake factory in 
Middle Way, now Summertown Pavilion, which exported worldwide and employed 200 
people in 1975, but industrial businesses were becoming rare in Summertown. By the 
1960s, enormous changes were already evident in what had once been a small village. Older 
houses were making way for office blocks: for example, Mayfield House and Prama House. A 
library was built in 1960, and the Ferry Sports Centre in 1971.  
 
Summertown continues to be a prosperous residential area, home to several independent 
and state schools and a successful shopping and business centre. 

 
Schools 
Schools play an important role in the composition of the area. There are seven primary 
schools (three independent) and four secondary schools (three independent) which 
contribute to the character of the area. The independent schools cater for students from a 
much wider catchment area, and this contributes to traffic problems in the NF Area at peak 
times. 
 

Large green spaces 
The NF Area is extremely fortunate to be framed on the west by Port Meadow, on the east 
by the Cherwell Valley, and on the north by Sunnymead/Cutteslowe Park. 
Public access to these large green spaces is precious and should be protected and where 
possible enhanced by any future plan. 
 

 



Trees 
A major feature of the NF Area is the presence of numerous mature trees, both in public 
spaces and in private gardens. Any future plan for the area should include specifications for 
the protection of these crucial assets. 
 

Architecture 
The high quality of much of the architecture in the neighbourhood is an important asset 
which we wish to protect and enhance. Now almost fully developed, the neighbourhood can 
pride itself on an architectural harmony between the various building phases that make up 
the whole. These different phases of construction were created by developers, architects, 
and builders with a clear vision in their own time – whether this was during the late 19th 
century or the mid 20th century. The current challenge is to require the limited new infill 
developments to show respect for the past, but also to create an impressive 21st-century 
legacy. 
 
There is significant community concern about the current tendency to demolish existing 
buildings and erect infills which are often formulaic, poor pastiche, lead to overdevelopment 
of the site, and do not respect the surrounding character. The Plan will strongly encourage 
high-quality, low-carbon architecture.   

 
Assets 
Landscape 
. Green spaces with public access: where possible, access should be increased. 
. Overall leafy character: special care should be taken to protect all aspects of front gardens. 
. Large mature trees in most of the area. 
. Trap Grounds Local Wildlife Site: this could be an inspiration for the Cherwell Valley 
development. 
. Allotments at Marston Ferry Road and the Trap Grounds. 
. Sunnymead and Alexandra Parks. 
. The Oxford Canal. 
 

Transport 
. Satisfactory public transport (by bus), with potential for innovative improvements. 
. Convenient access to the city centre and Ring Road, with scope for much-improved cycling 
facilities. 
. Quiet residential streets, where the effort to avoid rat-runs should be continued.  
. Cycle track from Kings Cross Road to Marston Ferry: a good example of safe cycling 
provision which should be widely copied. 
 

Notable buildings in Summertown 
. The North Oxford Association (NOA) Community Centre: a successful centre with the 
potential for further enhancement 
. Well-detailed period housing typical of various eras: the inevitable infill developments 
need careful consideration. 
- Somerville House 



- Diamond Cottages 
- St Michael and All Angels’ Church with surrounding churchyard 
. Summertown Church Hall, including the War Memorial  
. Summertown House 
. Summertown Villa  
. United Reformed Church 
. Twining’s House 
. Dew Drop Inn 
. South Parade (for example, Nos 5 and 6) 
. Northern House School 
. St Edward’s School 
. Old stone wall (South Parade, alongside St Edward's School and Prama House) 
. Old Bakehouse 
. Victorian terrace (Summertown Centre, west side) 
 

Buildings in St Margaret’s 
.Several listed buildings, incl. St Margaret’s War Memorial and Aristotle Lane canal bridge 

 St Margaret’s Church 

 St Margaret’s Institute  

 St Andrew’s Church 

 Wolfson College 

 St Hugh’s College 

 The Anchor Public House 

 Houses within the North Oxford Victorian Suburb Conservation Area 

  
Important facilities 

 NOA Community Centre 

 Summertown Library 

 Cutteslowe Community Centre 

 Ferry Leisure Centre 

 St Margaret’s Institute Community Centre 

 St Michael’s Church hall 

 Baptist Church, Woodstock Road 

  St Andrew’s Church community room 

  Alexandra Park 

  Aristotle Lane Recreation Ground 

  The Canal and towpath 

  The Trap Grounds Town Green and Local Wildlife Site 

  North Wall Theatre/Gallery 

 
  



List of summary areas 
 
A. Apsley Road and Upland Park Road 

B. Sunnymead 

C. Cutteslowe 

D. Squitchey Lane, Middle Way North, and related side roads 

E. Middle Way South and related side roads 

F. The Seven Roads 

G1. Summertown Shopping Centre 

G2. South Parade 

H1. Waterways Estate and Aristotle Lane Estate 

H2. Trap Grounds: Town Green and Local Wildlife Site 

I1  Bainton Road, Phoebe Court  

I2 Moreton Road 

J. South Summertown Terraces 

K. Cunliffe Close, Ferry Pool Road 

L. St Margaret’s Ward and the North Oxford Victorian Suburb 

Conservation Area (NOVSCA) – the subject of an appraisal nearing 

completion 

L1 Hayfield Road 

M. Woodstock Road 

N. Banbury Road 

 
 

 



 
 
 



 
 
A. Apsley Road and Upland Park Road 
 

 
 
General overview 
These two cul-de-sacs are lined with well-maintained high-end housing. In Apsley Road 
almost all the houses are of the same standard 1930s design. The houses along Upland Park 
Road are even larger and of various designs, maintaining a traditionally romantic image. At 
the Banbury end of Apsley Road there is a large new development based around 
Summertown House, a substantial Victorian villa. 
 
Both roads are lined with majestic trees, some of them pre-dating the houses. Due to the 
low density of the housing, there is no need for front-garden parking, and this enhances the 
green-space value of these roads. 
 
Most of the houses have been extended but have maintained their original character. 
However, especially along Upland Park Road, there are four or five newly built houses. 
These are designed in similar style to the original houses but lack their finesse and delicate 
detailing. In contrast, the modern building on the corner of Banbury Road and Upland Park 
Road demonstrates that, while respecting existing style, an impressive new development is 
possible. 

 
History 
Summertown House is the historic focal point of this area, and there is a strong sense that 
this house has always dominated the area and should continue to do so. 
A good number of magnificent old trees indicate the rural history of this area. 

 



Assets 
- An elegant pair of Summertown streets, each with its own individual character 
- The cul-de-sac layout 
 - The Summertown House building, owned by the University: a good example of a new 
development which still ‘fits in’. This is to be encouraged. 

 

Guidelines for new development  
- These are streets where infill housing should be of a very high standard, with serious 
attention to detail, but there are still opportunities to do something special. 
- Street furniture and front-garden fencing should be carefully preserved, especially because 
this area does not suffer from front-garden parking and so has retained much of its original 
character. 

 
B. Sunnymead 
 

 
 
General overview 
The Sunnymead area provides a harmonious transition from the more individual houses of 
the Seven Roads area to the more regimented order of the Cutteslowe estate. There is a mix 
of semi-detached and terraced early-19th-century houses, with an infill of post-Second 
World War houses of various designs. Some of the newer buildings are interesting, but not 
all. 
 
Hernes Crescent, adjoining the Banbury Road, contains a mix of apartment blocks and 
retirement homes. Hernes, Harpes, and Islip Roads feature attractive terraced and semi-
detached houses with modest front gardens that are well looked after. In significant 
sections of these three roads we find unspoiled late-Victorian and Edwardian architecture in 
a harmony which should be protected. Water Eaton Road has two distinctly different sides. 



To the west: Victorian terraces and some characterful larger houses; to the east: more 
recently built and very bland apartment buildings, and some detached houses. 
 
Carlton, Southdale, Cavendish, and Wentworth Roads and Salisbury Crescent are a distinct 
estate, featuring very similar semi-detached 1930s houses.   
 
The sense of leafy greenness is mainly created by front-garden planting. As in many other 
areas of North Oxford, driveway parking is on the increase, reducing the attractiveness of 
the street scene. 
 
Again, as in many other sections of North Oxford, a great many houses have been extended, 
although – and this is to be welcomed – the original facades have been preserved. 
 

History 
This area consists of two parts: the Edwardian and Victorian terraces in Harpes, Hernes, and 
Islip Roads and the 1930s development, which has many of the hallmarks of the Garden City 
movement.  This resulted in generous back gardens which still contain some of the original 
fruit trees. As is often the case with locations near the Banbury Road, there are also some 
magnificent old trees here. 
 
A dividing and divisive wall was erected along the border with the Cutteslowe estate in the 
1930s, which highlighted the social contrasts of the era. The wall was not demolished 
until1959, and is an infamous chapter in local memory. 
 

Issues 
-Increased housing density has led to more on-street parking. Where parking on both sides 
of the street is permitted in order to meet residents’ needs, single-file traffic results. 
-Front-drive parking reduces the leafy attractiveness of the area. 
-The future of utilitarian garage blocks in Southdale and Cavendish Roads should be 
considered. 
- The proliferation of buy-to-let properties and houses in multiple occupation needs to be 
considered. 
 

Assets 
- The general character is that of a very quiet and resident-friendly community. 
- Access, via a footbridge, to the Sunnymead Meadows on the banks of the Cherwell is a 
very positive asset. 
 

Guidance for new development 
- The existing harmony between late-Victorian and Edwardian buildings in the southern part 
of the area should be respected. 
 - Various mature trees deserve protection, and the retention of front gardens should be 
encouraged. 

- The recent infills in Hernes Crescent and, in particular, the Tattersalls Eco houses are good 

examples of successful new developments. 



- The policy of protecting original facades during the frequent housing improvements should 
be maintained. 
- Green spaces should always be protected. 
-  Restrictions should be imposed to prevent further loss of front gardens and garden walls. 

 
C. Cutteslowe 
 

 
 
General overview 
The principal section of this estate was built in 1932/34 for Council tenants. More recent 
development has taken place nearer to the Ring Road. Since 1980 many houses have been 
sold under the right-to-buy scheme, and some of these have been improved and extended. 
 
This is a well-planned estate of mainly two-storey houses consistent in style, decoration, 
and brickwork, grouped in terraces of four or six. There are small front gardens (now 
reduced by off-road parking for cars) and access to back gardens, often through an alleyway 
by the side of houses. The streetscape is generally pleasant, with some on-street trees as 
well as small public spaces at street corners. Wren Road has views of the recreation grounds 
next to the River Cherwell and the open fields beyond. 
 
The more recent development next to the Ring Road is dominated by rather large blocks of 
flats. These are surrounded by communal gardens, providing welcome play areas. The noise 
of the Ring Road is a major disadvantage. 
 
A real benefit to the area is its closeness to recreation grounds, fields, and views of the 
Cherwell and the country beyond. There is a convenient footbridge over the Ring Road to 
the well-equipped Cutteslowe Park. 
 



The Cutteslowe Primary School, the Children’s Centre, and the Community Centre are bright 
and attractive hubs in the area. They are well placed next to the footbridge over the Ring 
Road and the recreation grounds. In addition there is a under-pass beneath the Ring Road. 
 

History 
This development must have been very welcome in the 1930s, as it provided the affordable 
housing now so desperately lacking in Summertown. At the time it was felt necessary to 
separate the Cutteslowe estate by a wall from the adjoining private estate: a rather 
shameful bit of history which was only corrected in 1959. 
 

Issues 
- The Cutteslowe area is a distinct residential and community area where housing is 
somewhat less expensive than in other parts of Summertown. It is the only part of the NPA 
where housing is relatively affordable.   
- In contrast to most of Summertown, access to public transport is poor – which is 
unacceptable in an area requiring good connections to general facilities and services.  
- A number of houses are now in multiple occupation, which unpopular in the community. 
 

Assets 
- Relatively affordable housing 
- The 1930s architectural style of the area 
- Access to major green spaces 
- Cutteslowe Community Centre 
- Cutteslowe Children’s Centre 
- Cutteslowe Primary School (the only one in Summertown) 
 

Guidance for new development 
- The basic 1930s architectural form, in terms of the scale and design of the estate, should 
be protected. Any new development should respect this form.   
-  Every attempt must be made to protect the affordability of housing in the area. 
-  Front gardens should be preserved, to safeguard the open leafy character. 
-  Cutteslowe residents need better access to affordable facilities. 
  

 
  



D. Squitchey Lane, Middle Way North, and related 
side roads: Capel Close and Summerhill Road 

 
 
General overview 
This area between the Woodstock and Banbury Roads was developed later than the 
Victorian/Edwardian developments. It is situated north of the traditional Summertown 
Centre. The houses vary from large to very large mansions, some of which acknowledge the 
original rural origins of Summertown. 
 
Squitchey Lane is perhaps the most significant road in this area. It is wide and straight, and 
so nowadays acts as a useful link road between the two North Oxford entrance roads. It is 
also a road of contrasts. The plots on the north side are very large, and indeed the houses 
near the Banbury Road end are massive. They have enormous front gardens, where the 
parking of two or three cars does not detract from the green nature of the road. This is 
accentuated by some majestic trees in front gardens. 
 
On both sides of Squitchey Lane there are Art Deco-inspired semi-detached houses with 
typical curved bay windows. However, near the middle of the south side, there are rows of 
more modest terraced houses which try to imitate the splendid Art Deco style of their 
neighbours but fail to do so. 
 
A special aspect of Squitchey Lane is the development of late-20th-century houses infilled in 
the large back gardens to the north of the original houses. The Paddox is a development of 
compact terraced houses build in a slightly alternative style. Paddox Close contains 
somewhat larger terraced houses, mixed with some bungalows. 
These two newer developments make practical use of ample garden space, and provide 
some welcome smaller housing among some very large houses. 
 
Capel Close is a ‘mixed bag’ of large free-standing houses, all of different designs. The front 
gardens are not as generous as those in Squitchey Lane, and ubiquitous front-driveway 



parking has reduced the green aspect of the road unnecessarily, given that there is very 
adequate space for on-street parking. However, uncompromised green space still exists at 
the back of 333 Banbury Road, where D’Overbroeck's (an independent school) is building a 
sixth-form teaching complex. It is important that a green border between the school and the 
road is maintained. 
 
Summerhill Road is slightly more modest but still includes large free-standing houses of 
various styles. Again front-drive parking is an issue in some stretches of the road, but the 
overall atmosphere remains very pleasant and open. 
 
The northern half of Middle Way is entered from Capel Close by way of Summerhill Road. 
Middle Way is an eclectic mix of houses from different periods, with no common 
architectural theme. The northern half is more recently built and (in architectural terms) less 
interesting than the southern half. On the west side, there is the long rear wall of the 
elegant Summertown Villa, the front of which faces Woodstock Road but is invisible from 
Middle Way. Further down is Hyde Place: an ambitious new development of large red and 
yellow brick houses and an apartment block. However, the pastiche-Victorian style is not 
intricately worked enough to be special. On the east side, near the top of the road, there are 
houses resembling the Art Deco design of the north side of Squitchey Lane.  

 
History 
This area clearly demonstrates the architectural change that has occurred from the more 
regimented Victorian streets of the southern part of Summertown to a more modern and 
individual architecture. 
 

Issues 
- Squitchey Lane’s function as a connecting road needs to be considered. It acts as a well 
used run between the Banbury and Woodstock roads. 
 

Assets 
- An area with a variety of mostly attractive houses, some of them outstanding. 
- A few very important houses which should be listed: for example, Summertown Villa. 
- Outstanding front gardens in some streets, adding greatly to the amenity of the area. 
 

Guidance for future development 
- Since there is already such a variety of architectural styles, this is an area where 
responsible contemporary designs should be encouraged. 
- Some of the pastiche infills lack the quality of the original designs. It might have been 
preferable, instead of imitating traditional styles, to build something radically different, and 
this should be kept in mind when future developments are considered.  
- The magnificent trees in Squitchey Lane deserve protection.  



E. Middle Way South and related side roads: 
Rogers and Grove Streets, Osberton and Hobson 
Roads 
 

 
 
General overview 
This area to the west of Banbury Road is marked by changing domestic architecture, from 
the pre-Victorian style of Rogers Street to the 1930s Art Deco style further north. 
 
As its name suggests, Middle Way is situated between, and runs parallel to, Woodstock and 
Banbury Roads. The road contains many styles of building, demonstrating the transition 
from the early Victorian South Parade houses towards modern commercial buildings.  
 
At the southern end, traditional cottages follow on from the Old Slaughter House Mews and 
the North Oxford Spiritual Church. This progression is interrupted by more contemporary 
infills. The two office blocks backing on to Alexandra Park, the grandiosely named ‘Free 
Thinking House’ and ‘Summertown Pavilion’, are examples of 1960s architecture which 
contrast with the rest of the street.  
 
Rogers Street is at the heart of the original village of Summertown. Its houses are of varying 
character, some built when plots were first released in 1820, now almost 200 years ago. 
Others are much more recent. On its northern corner with Banbury Road, we find the 
‘Gothic Cottage’ with large Horse Chestnut trees in its garden, opposite a small butcher's 
and fishmonger’s shop (the last of its kind in Summertown). The Gothic Cottage sets the 
tone for this characterful street where the houses are either red brick or plastered and 
painted in white and pastel colours. Rogers Street has much charm and still conveys an 
impression of how the early-19th-century rural settlement of Summertown might have 
looked. 
 



Grove Street, which has one-way traffic, has no front gardens or any other substantial 
greenery. At the end near Middle Way, there are cottage-styled terraced houses, some very 
picturesque, some average. The end near Banbury Road has been more recently developed 
as terraced houses, some of which are divided into apartments. The new buildings are 
sympathetic to the scale of the old, and the old and the new do not conflict. 
 
Hobson Road starts the transition from the terraced houses on its south side to larger free-
standing and semi-detached houses on its north side. The southern side of the street has an 
ordinary, in part utilitarian, terraced section, succeeded by more attractive well-detailed 
brick houses and a more recent terrace with front parking. Hobson Court, near Banbury 
Road, completes the street. This street is another ‘mixed bag’ of styles and periods, 
including Cavendish Court: an infill enclave of larger terraced houses with distinct steeply 
pitched roofs. 
 
The east end of Osberton Road is built in a harmonious style, based on integrated 
continuous half-roofs projecting over the ground-floor bay-windows. Towards the west end 
there is a large and more recently developed apartment building, providing residential 
accommodation for elderly members of the community. On the north side, near Woodstock 
Road, there is an impressive country mansion.  
 
A typical aspect of the area is the relatively recent increase in developments in available 
spaces: for example, Dudley Court and Martin Court, which are apartment blocks in 
generous green settings. 
 

History 
The southern part of this area formed the very first development of the Summertown 
village. It is a vital part the Summertown heritage, together with the roads below South 
Parade and the west side of the shopping parade. Its charm lies in its modest scale, which 
may have provided an early affordable sector to balance the larger Victorian houses of 
North Oxford. 
 

Issues 
- The scale – traditional and intimate – makes parking and traffic an issue. 
- Apart from the Alexandra Park, which is self contained, there is a shortage of green spaces. 
 

Assets 
- Principally the location, close to the Summertown shopping centre  
- Seclusion from the heavy traffic of the two main artery roads 
- Several remarkable individual houses, some almost 200 years old 
- Good use of available space for more recent developments 
- The Old School building at the corner of Rogers Street, fully deserving its protected status. 
Alexandra park, covered elsewhere in the Plan. 
 

Guidance for new development 
-The ‘in between’ location of Middle Way could constitute part of a north–south cycle route, 
avoiding the main artery roads. 



-Most streets could be enhanced by responsible traffic calming, using street greenery/trees 
in containers. 
-The opening up of Alexandra Park will greatly improve the amenity of this area. 
-The development of the various court-based apartment blocks demonstrates that old and 
new can exist together, provided that there is generous additional landscaping. 
 
 

F. The Seven Roads 
 

 
 
General overview 
The Seven Roads are located to the north of Summertown centre and to the east of Banbury 
Road. They stretch from Lonsdale Road to Victoria Road. Four roads lead off the east side of 
Banbury Road: Lonsdale, Portland, Hamilton, and Victoria. At right angles to these lie King's 
Cross, commencing at Lonsdale, spanning the bottom of Portland, crossing Hamilton, and 
terminating at Victoria; Lucerne, running southwards from Victoria, parallel with the River 
Cherwell. Slight bends in Lonsdale, Portland, and Victoria Roads prevent the viewer seeing 
bus and other traffic on Banbury Road. Portland and Hamilton Roads have leafy hedges, 
bushes, and shrubs. 
 

Lonsdale and Portland Roads, those nearest to Summertown, have some Victorian, but 

mainly Edwardian and interwar houses, with a few later infill houses .  Hamilton and Victoria 

Roads have a mixture of Edwardian and interwar houses, with some later building 

interspersed throughout.  Lucerne and King's Cross Roads have more modern houses. 

Lonsdale and Portland Roads share the two heritage buildings near Banbury Road: the 

church, and its separate church hall building, with surrounding gardens and a war memorial. 

Here are solid Victorian and Edwardian semi-detached houses. Some detached, more 



recently built, houses on the ‘private road’ eastern end of Lonsdale Road are spacious and 

distinguished.  

Hamilton, King's Cross, and Victoria Roads are more diverse, with a few Edwardian houses, 

many interwar semis, and some interesting modern building.  In all these roads the 

roofscape varies according to the date of construction.  

Hawkswell Gardens is a separate estate dating from the 1960s, containing bungalows, free-
standing houses, and a block of flats. 
 
To the east is the Cherwell valley but, disappointingly, there is no direct public route to this 
attractive green area. 

 

History 
In 1896 the tram route reached South Parade in Summertown, precipitating Francis 

Twining’s purchase of the Hawkeswell Farm land in September 1900. Twining wanted 

homes for himself and his family, and customers for his shop next to the Congregational 

chapel on Banbury Road, so he bought fields to the north from a charitable trust (Mr Stone’s 

Hospital) in September 1902, and sold them on to the Oxford Industrial and Provident 

Building Society. Hamilton, Victoria, and Lucerne Roads were laid out here. The Trust 

gradually sold the plots to individuals wanting to build their own home and perhaps another 

as an investment. Much of the intervening land was orchards. William Bridges, a founding 

director of the Building Society, built and lived in ‘Hamilton House’. 

Francis Twining facilitated the planning and construction of the houses in Lonsdale and 

Portland Roads. The builders used gravel from the pit near the river on the Hawkeswell 

Farm land. When this was worked out, the area was turned into tennis courts, which in the 

1960s became Hawkswell Gardens.  A footpath used to run from Islip (via Cutteslowe), along 

what is now Lucerne Road and down some disused steps to Lonsdale Road.  

Issues 
- Roadside parking in the relatively narrow streets creates a claustrophobic environment. 

- Peak-hour traffic uses local streets as short cuts. 
- The streetscape is cluttered with yellow lines, telegraph poles, and mixed-design street 
lighting . 
- Some solar roof panels are visually intrusive. 
- There is a lack of front-garden greenery in some recently developed houses. 
- The change from owner-occupied houses to buy-to-let rentals risks a loss of community 
spirit. 

 

Assets 
- Overall leafy atmosphere 

- Houses set well back from the road, allowing for attractive gardens  
- St Michael and All Angels’ Church and surrounding garden 



- Lychgate garden and King George’s Walk (the path from Portland Road to the church) 
- St Michael’s Church Hall with War Memorial 
- Cycle track from King's Cross Road to Marston Ferry Road 
- Hawkswell Community Garden 

 

Guidance for new development 
- Resist replacing older spacious family homes with higher-density housing. 
- Resist the construction of 'more of the same' pastiche-Edwardian semi-detached houses. 
- Retain all existing trees and increase greenery where possible, including ‘green’ drive ways 
in front gardens. 
- Explore possibilities for public access to the Cherwell valley. 
 
 

G1. Summertown Shopping Centre 
 

 
 
General overview 
Summertown has the advantage of a wide-avenued, well-landscaped, and successful district 
shopping centre.  The aim of the Neighbourhood Plan is to protect and enhance its physical 
character, including key building forms, special buildings and terraces, its greenery, and 
street-scene features. 

Both Banbury Road and South Parade are very busy streets, but the mix of uses has 
moderated the impact of the traffic and enabled the centre to be comfortable and user-
friendly: a destination at which to spend time, not just a shopping centre. Because the retail 
units are set back from the main road itself, wide spaces are created for walking, bus stops, 
cycle racks, trees, and pavement café areas.  This is a huge asset. 

The appearance of the centre, whether approached from the city centre or from the north 
down the Banbury Road, is positive and welcoming because of its wide pavements and 



trees.  It is unusual for a city high street in that it is compact, less than half a mile in length 
from Marston Ferry Road to Portland Road. Both ends of the shopping centre are enclosed 
by residential development. South Parade is a specialised extension of the shopping centre, 
linking the Banbury and Woodstock Roads. 

Building forms, scale, and architecture contribute strongly to the character of the centre. 
The Victorian terraces on the west side of Banbury Road and in South Parade form an 
important part of the character. The larger modern office/retail blocks on the east side of 
the Banbury road are of a reasonable scale and fortunately are set back from the broad 
pavement. It would not be acceptable for this type of large-plot development to encroach 
on the west side of the Banbury Road – except perhaps in the case of Suffolk House, a low-
level block which currently houses Tesco and Sainsbury's mini-supermarkets. This building is 
not an attractive feature of the centre. Apart from Suffolk House, the west side consists of a 
distinctive Victorian terrace, consisting of pairs of shops with residential flats above, under 
steeply pitched tiled roofs. 

South Parade is another early Victorian street, dating back to the earliest days of 
Summertown but much altered. Here restaurants dominate the street scene, but there are 
also two hairdressers, an art gallery, a kitchen design shop, a wholefood shop, and dress 
shops.  West of Middle Way, the street becomes more institutional, with Summertown 
Library and two schools: St Edward’s and Northern House. 

 

History 
Banbury Road was the main access route from the north to the historic city of Oxford. There 
was a turnpike further north towards Wolvercote and, in the early years, the spires of 
Oxford would have been visible from the high road. Diamond Hall, a public house notorious 
for highwaymen, was the only building in this area in the 17th century. Further building 
began in 1820, and in 1889 Summertown was incorporated into the City of Oxford. The 
public house is gone, but the ancient row of Diamond Cottages still remains behind the first 
shops of the Summertown Centre. Major development came quickly in the 1890s, by which 
time the west side of the Banbury Road shopping area had been built. The east side is 
clearly much more recent and was built at a time when pastiche-Victorian style was not in 
fashion. 
 
The further development of Diamond Place should respect its heritage of place and name. 
 

Issues 
- When traditional shops become unsustainable because of high rents, or single-lease units 
become combined units, there is a risk that some of the character of the area will be lost. 
- There is heavy through traffic, especially at peak hours. 
- South Parade is used by drivers as a 'rat run' to the Woodstock Road. 
- There are insufficient cycle-parking racks. 
 

Assets 
Landscape 
  . Greenery on wide pavements outside Prama House, Marks and Spencer, and the Co-op 
on Banbury Road   



 .   St Anne’s College premises on South Parade 
 . The old stone wall alongside St Edward’s School on the south side of South    
    Parade 
 . The old stone wall beside Prama House  
 . Well-designed public pavement spaces 
 
Transport 
  . Excellent bus services 

  . Balanced parking facilities 

 
Buildings 
  . A mix of retail/residential and community uses 
  . Many small single-unit shops 
 
Significant buildings 
  . United Reform church 
  . Twining’s House 
  . Dew Drop Inn  
   
Public services  

. The Library  

. Two NHS surgeries and three dental practices  

. Public toilets  
 

Guidance for new development  
Ensure: 
 . that the set-back and well-established plot sizes do not change,     
   especially for the important Victorian terraces on Banbury Road and South    
   Parade. 
Retain: 
 . the mix of retail/community services and residential use 
 . single leases on buildings, to prevent larger stores coming in 
Mitigate: 
 . rat-running down South Parade, through traffic-management measures 
Reduce: 
 . traffic on Banbury Road, especially during peak periods 
Protect and enhance: 
  . the existing trees and green streetscene  
  . significant buildings of local historical and architectural merit 
  . community amenities, particularly the library and the NOA Community Centre. 
 
 

 

 



G2. South Parade 

General overview  
South Parade has been the ‘village’ centre of Summertown from the 1820s to today, linking 

the Banbury and Woodstock Roads. Many original shop fronts are now cafés and 

restaurants; its community amenities – the Library and its sculpture garden, the North Wall 

Theatre and Arts Centre – are well used. Independent shops and small businesses thrive 

alongside residents’ houses. St Edward’s and Northern House schools dominate the street at 

the Woodstock Road end, and St Anne’s College student-accommodation block has a 

substantial frontage at the Banbury Road end.  

The key challenge for future development is to maintain the balance of uses and populations 

that forms the character of the street. 

The significant area of garage parking behind South Parade and BBC Oxford is a potential 

development site.  It might be suitable for housing for elderly members of the community, 

because it is very close to shops and services. 

History 
South Parade existed as ‘Double Ditch’ before the surrounding roads were established, and it 

has a remarkable history. It became ‘South Parade’ in the 1930s, and into the 1950s it was 

the hub of trades and services: boot repairer, greengrocer (no. 39), funeral director, 

furniture dealer (35), gent's outfitters/draper (9), butcher, chemist, provision merchant, 

dairy, baker (1–2), two plumbers, carpenter, grocer, Post Office, sweet shop, forge (8), 

garden shop.  

The Library and doctors’ clinic, and Prama House containing the offices of approximately 40 

companies, were all built in the 1960s. St Anne’s student-accommodation block, housing 82 

postgraduate students, was built in 1998.  

Issues 
Traffic and parking: this one-way street carries a great volume of traffic, including customers 

of local restaurants and businesses. However, parking is very limited, even for residents with 

permits. This results in congestion, with cars, taxis, and delivery vehicles straddling 

pavements and parking on yellow lines, making pavements inconvenient and sometimes 

hazardous. The parking spaces in Alexandra Park nearby are intended for park users but 

appear to be filled by local shoppers. 

Assets 
. The mix of uses and population: independent shops, restaurants, cafés, businesses, and 

residential flats and houses 

. A varied streetscape with trees and shrubs (despite mostly paved front gardens) 



 

Heritage 
 The varied streetscape, with 19th-century buildings housing restaurants, cafés, shops, 

businesses, and homes. 

 Individual buildings of historical and architectural importance: 

 No 4: The purpose-built Co-op, 1899 (now vacant)  

 

 

 Nos 5 and 6: stone-built (1823), part-vacant 

 Northern House (1824, Grade 2 listed building) 

 

Community facilities 
 Library (and clinic) and Turrill sculpture garden 

 North Wall Theatre and Arts Centre 

 

Guidance for new development 
 Traffic and parking: any future development must include parking sufficient for the 

users of the building and additional parking for residents and customers, to relieve 

congestion on the street. 

 Planning applications must be assessed for their positive contribution to the character 

of the street, with its fine balance of shops, businesses, users, and residents. This is 

likely to be a major issue; currently the future of vacant properties at Nos 3/4/5/6 is 

unknown. Also the future of the parking area and garages behind South Parade may be 

an issue within the timescale of the plan.  

 

 
 
 



H 1. Waterways Estate and Aristotle Lane Estate 
 

 
 
General overview 
These two developments, dating from the turn of the last century, are good examples of 
communities created through responsible architecture and the use of green spaces and 
bodies of water. They are both well-balanced areas with very light traffic due to their ‘cul-
de-sac’ nature, which creates safe and attractive areas for all sections of their populations. 
 
Elizabeth Jennings Way forms the main entry route into the Waterways estate, presenting a 
modern, civilised and well-planned streetscape which is well looked after and peaceful, with 
attractive planting. It is popular with families with young children, as well as with older 
retired people. The apartment blocks are a mixture of private and social housing, with many 
of the privately owned apartments rented out. 
 
Lark Hill presents an architecturally distinct, quiet, ‘mews’ style of street. It has the eclectic 
feel of a village high street which has developed organically over the centuries, rather than 
over a mere decade. The interest lies in the variety of styles and the detailing, but the 
overall effect is harmonious.  
 
Frenchay Road (from Hayfield Rd to Elizabeth Jennings way) is a tree-lined residential road 
with an interesting variety of styles and detailing within a coherent overall design on both 
sides of Frenchay Bridge. 
 
Stone Meadow and Cox’s Ground are integral parts of a well-designed estate with mixed 
private and social housing.  
 
The estate is designed as a whole to appear varied but harmonious. There is a range of 
mainly traditional building styles within an integrated whole, built with good-quality 
materials. 
 



Further south, along the Canal and across the Grade II listed Aristotle Bridge, is the Aristotle 
Lane Estate, which combines good-quality design with high-density housing.  It consists of 
high-specification three-storey houses, designed as two crescent-shaped terraces, a straight 
terrace, and two roads of semi-detached and detached properties. All the houses are large, 
and the appropriate use of bay windows, arched doorways, and pitched roofs raises them 
above the level of pastiche. Materials are mainly classic Oxford yellow brick, with a few in 
red brick. All properties have dedicated parking. This upmarket estate makes good use of 
the available green space (Aristotle Recreation Ground), and its proximity to Port Meadow, 
the Canal, and St Edward’s playing fields enhances the sense of living on the edge of the 
country. 
 
The St. Philip And James' Church Of England Aided primary school forms an integral part of 
the area. 

 

History 
In the 19th century the eastern section of the Waterways estate was occupied by a brick 
works, and in the 19th and early 20th centuries by a major off-loading station for 
narrowboats carrying coal. Later on, there was a parts factory serving the Oxford motor 
industry, which also made engines for Spitfires during the Second World War.  
 
At the corner of Aristotle Lane there was a well, which was famous in the 17th century as a 
destination for scholars walking into the country from Oxford. 

 
Issues 

- The area is not well served by public transport. 

-  Noise and vibration from the railway along the western boundary of the two estates are 
likely to increase with the projected railway-line development. 
 

Assets 
- A modern interpretation of the traditional Victorian/Edwardian North Oxford suburb 
- Spacious layouts with plenty of greenery 
- An environmentally important wildlife corridor connecting the two estates 
- A general sense of peace, quiet, and security 
- Attractive location near the Oxford Canal and, a little further, Port Meadow 
- Well-designed off-street parking 
- The pleasant lake at the entrance from Woodstock Road to the Waterways Estate 

 
Guidance for new development 
- Any significant changes to the buildings would disrupt and spoil the sense of controlled 
variety within the careful and harmonious overall design that is a hallmark of these two 
estates. 
- All green areas and the canal corridor deserve full protection. 
 
 
 



 
 

 
H.2 Trap Grounds: Town Green and Local Wildlife 
Site 

 

Location 
This wild open space, approximately eight acres in area, lies between the Oxford Canal to 

the east, the railway to the west, the Waterways Estate to the north, and the Aristotle Lane 

Estate to the south. Access is obtained from the canal towpath along Frog Lane, a footpath 

leading westwards, immediately south of the Frenchay Road bridge. 

History 
The present site is all that remains of a once very extensive area known as the Trap Grounds 
on the eastern edge of Port Meadow. The name (in use since at least 1790) may be a 
corruption of the designation ‘Extra Parochial’ (‘outside the parish’), denoting the site’s 
exemption from the payment of church tithes; or it may indicate the former practice of 
trapping fish in channels leading across Port Meadow from the River Thames. 
 
Frog Lane, which forms the northern boundary of the present site, is an ancient right of way 
which led to Port Meadow and was known for hundreds of years as ‘The Upper Road to 
Wolvercote’, and also as ‘My Lady’s Way’ – a probable reference to an abbess of Godstow 
Abbey, which owned much of the surrounding land in the Middle Ages. 



 
The present site was acquired by St John’s College, presumably as a speculative venture, at 
around the time of the completion of the Oxford Canal in 1790. However, it was never 
developed for industrial or residential purposes, perhaps because of its tendency to flood. 
Instead it was used by the college as a rubbish dump until it was bought by Oxford City 
Council in 1965, presumably for future development. But the council allowed it to remain as 
waste ground and – despite its on-going use as an unofficial fly-tipping site – it gradually 
evolved into a mosaic of wildlife habitats, supporting a rich diversity of wildlife.  
 
In 1996 an informal group of local people, calling themselves The Friends of the Trap 
Grounds, began mobilising volunteers to clear paths and glades in the woodland and 
eradicate invasive willows from the reed bed. When the site was finally earmarked for 
development in the draft Local Plan for Oxford (2001–2016), the Friends hired a barrister to 
argue that it should be exempted on account of its value for wildlife and for community 
recreation. When this initiative failed, the Friends launched a campaign to claim the site as a 
Town Green. 
 

Current status 
The western section was eventually registered by Oxfordshire County Council as a Town 
Green in 2006, following a four-year legal campaign which culminated in success in the 
House of Lords. In 2010 the eastern section was registered with the County Council as a 
Local Wildlife Site, and in 2015 the LWS designation was extended to cover the entire site. 
The whole site remains in the ownership of Oxford City Council and is now officially 
managed by the Friends in partnership with the council. 
 

Character  
This is the last remaining wild open space along the Oxford Canal between the city centre 
and the northern suburbs. It consists of two distinct halves, separated by a boardwalk: in 
the east, four acres of pond and reed bed – a rare fragment of a type of wetland habitat 
once common around Oxford – and in the west four acres of woodland, scrubland, 
meadows, small ponds, swamps, and a stream.  
 

 Spaces and views: the site consists of a series of interlinked spaces, each different in 
character and enclosed by trees. Frog Lane, shady and secluded, leads westwards past 
Swan Pond and the main reed bed to a boardwalk which winds north–south alongside 
Castle Mill Stream through woodland glades, alongside Heron Pond to a bird-hide 
overlooking another small pond. From here, paths fan out to grassy meadows and 
tussocky scrubland. There are distant views of houses to the north and south, but the 
prevailing sense is one of rural seclusion. 

 

 Landscape: the landscape is defined by trees and water features. The trees are mostly 
50-year-old willows, sycamores, and hazels, but in addition the Friends have planted 
almost 100 berry-bearing trees for over-wintering birds. The water features consist of 
the Frog Lane ditch (murky and often littered by beer cans thrown from the canal 
bridge); Swan Pond, created in the year 2000: sunny, open, and fringed by reeds that 
provide a haven for water voles, warblers, and water rails; the Mill Stream, with reeds 



on one bank and willows on the other; Heron Pond alongside the boardwalk, supporting 
a host of aquatic invertebrates; Tim’s Pond, overlooked by a bird hide; Dragonfly Pool at 
the southern end of the boardwalk; and Kingfisher Pool in the wood. The grassland in 
the west and south of the site, now cleared of rampant brambles, supports a wide 
variety of wild flowers and many butterflies and solitary bees, not to mention lizards, 
grass snakes, and glow worms. 

 

 Uses: the site is used by local people for quiet walks and contemplation, dog-walking, 
bird-watching, and blackberry picking; but it also has educational uses: children from the 
local primary school visit it for nature studies and storytelling sessions, and students 
from the University of Oxford and Oxford Brookes University use it for field work (such 
as surveys of reptiles and amphibians) and as a case study in environmental 
management. Access for pushchairs and wheelchairs is reasonably good along Frog 
Lane, except in the wettest winters, and very good along the boardwalk in all weathers. 

 
Fuller information about the natural history of the site and the activities of the Friends of 
the Trap Grounds is available at www.trap-grounds.org.uk . 
 
 
 

I.1  Bainton Road and Phoebe Court 
 

 
 
General overview 
This road borders the north and west of the St John's College playing fields. The houses on 
the western side extend to the Oxford Canal via long gardens. Most are substantial, semi-
detached houses with typical North Oxford steeply pitched roofs. Many owners have 
enlarged their houses with back extensions and loft conversions, visible from the towpath 
on the opposite bank of the canal. At the southern end of the road, a number of houses 
mainly date from the 1930s, with some modern in-fills, both detached and terraced. At the 

http://www.trap-grounds.org.uk/


northern end, there are several large detached architect-designed houses, some very 
recently built. 
 
Phoebe Court is an enclave of six undistinguished houses built in the 1990s. These all back 
on to the canal. 

 

History 
Bainton Road was laid out in 1906 and largely developed with houses of a uniform design by 
1931. For a brief period there was a workshop for Morris Motors in the road. Pheobe Court 
was built in the 1990s. 

 
Issues 
- In common with much of the NF Area, parking is a major problem. As a result, many front 
gardens have been transformed into car parks, reducing the aesthetic and environmental 
amenity of the road. 
- Bainton Road is used as a ‘rat-run’ for local schools,  and the new nursery school will 
generate more peak-time traffic. 
- The pavements are quite narrow and not level.  
-  Bainton Road is part of Cyclox Route No 5 but has no markings, which results in near 
collisions between cyclists and cars. 
 

Assets 
- A quiet neighbourhood with attractive open views over St John’s sports field 
- Proximity to the Oxford Canal 
- Good access to public transport on the Woodstock Road 

 

Guidance for new development 
- There are no obvious sites ripe for development (the nursery school was the last vacant 
plot). 
- Some in-fills in the gardens of large houses near the Woodstock Road may occur.  
- The canal frontage is a community asset which may need to be protected from some 
overbearing extensions. 

 
 
  



I.2  Moreton Road 
 

 
General Overview 
Moreton Road is an extremely pleasant suburban road. The houses are ideal for family life. 
They are perfectly situated for local amenities. The high quality of the architecture and the 
very green and leafy nature of the road all contribute to a good community spirit and a very 
stable community. 
There is a strong building line set back from the road allowing generous front gardens, the 
original covenants having stipulated that the houses could not be built closer than twenty 
feet from the road. 
The houses are mainly two storey with hipped roofs, giving a feeling of light and openness. 
The Edwardian planning of the road is very attractive. The original houses have stayed 
remarkably intact with hardly any extensions and very few external modifications. They 
have bay windows and retained their original (mainly) sash-windows. 
 
There is one attractive1930s house at the east end on the south side of the road and next to 
it some ugly Oxford University flats, an extension of the corner Banbury Road house, and 
lockup garages in what was the garden. Four late twentieth century houses have been built 
on vacant plots on the south side of the road. 
 
Diamond Court is a block of retirement flats at the north east corner of the road. The block 
is on a larger scale than the original houses but the facade has been broken up with render 
and brick, and stepped to fit in with them. The appearance of the building is softened by 
mature trees in the front garden. 
 

History 
The Ordnance Survey map of 1898 shows a farmhouse and farm buildings to the north east 
of the land that became Moreton Road. In 1905, after the death of Henry Bull of Maids 
Moreton House, the land on the south side was sold for the construction of five houses to 



cost no less them £1000 each. The OS map of 1919 shows most of the houses in the road 
had been built by then. A Carmelite Convent built on the site of the farmhouse was itself 
demolished in 1988 to make way for Diamond Court 
Issues 
Traffic congestion is a problem. The 3000 vehicles that pass up and down the road every day 
cause tail backs, noise and atmospheric pollution. Two twenty mph roundels painted on the 
road have caused a small reduction in traffic speed but further traffic calming measures are 
needed. It is hoped that the Woodstock and Banbury Roads Corridor Study will address the 
road’s traffic problems. 
-Residents have to stay alert for proposed developments that involve demolition of any of 
the Edwardian houses which would damage the character of the road, there having been 
three such issues since 2009. 
Parking signage posts are unnecessarily obtrusive. 
The tarmac pavements and kerbs are in poor condition making it difficult for wheelchairs. 
Marked cambers of the road and pavement cause car doors to jam and cars ground as they 
enter and leave driveways. 
 

Assets 
-Architect (Frank Mountain, Symm and W.H. Warwick) designed Edwardian houses, still fully 
intact. 
-The road has seen considerable modern development in recent years and yet it has 
managed to retain its Edwardian character  
-Front gardens of sufficient size to allow for car parking without affecting the pleasant feel 
of the road. 
-Leafy and green appearance of the road. 
 

Guidance for new development 
-Demolition of the original Edwardian houses should be strongly resisted. 
-It will be important to ensure that any development is of high architectural merit and in 
keeping with the surrounding buildings. 
-The leafy appearance created by the front gardens to be protected. 
-Care to be taken with regard to garden walls and railings. 

 
  



J. South Summertown Terraces 
 

 
 

General overview 

This area is arguably the most characteristic part of Summertown. It consists of the 
following four roads: Stratfield, Oakthorpe, Thorncliffe, and Beechcroft.    Thanks to Victorian 
and Edwardian values and foresight, this area exemplifies the best of these periods. There is 
diversity in unity here.  
 
The housing frontages are in line and are well set back from the road, due to a covenant in 
the 1894 deed which triggered the development. The designs followed various period-
typical templates which, in almost all cases, resulted in the creation of two- or three-storey 
houses with bay-windows and gables. These houses are either semi-detached or appear in 
clusters of four to six. 
 
The brickwork is mostly Oxford yellow, with some use of red brick. Carved sandstone details 
over doors, gables, and around windows, which at first appear standard, are in fact 
sufficiently different to make each facade individual, and this applies to the streetscape as a 
whole. Many well-crafted details contribute to the cohesive visual interest of the area, 
reflecting the original vision of the builders-developers. Fortunately most of these have 
been retained by subsequent owners. 
 
The area is a textbook example of Victorian and Edwardian urban design that enhances the 
quality of living in this area and engenders community involvement. 
With very few exceptions, the area’s original character has been respected during later 
development, and it is of vital importance that this should continue. Green spaces are 
limited to front gardens, which contain trees and planting that need to be preserved. 

 



History 
Before 1820, when house building started, the only house in this area was Diamond Hall. In 
J. Badcock’s survey of 1830, 'Summertown' was a small village of about 90 houses. It was a 
healthy place of open fields and orchards, and indeed some of the surviving apple trees are 
now more then 100 years old.  
 
The land between Woodstock and Banbury Roads – from what is now Staverton Road to 
South Parade – was owned by Henry Edward Bull Esq., who started selling off plots in 1870. 
After the City of Oxford boundary was extended in 1889 and water pipes were laid, this land 
was quickly recognised as an excellent speculative opportunity. These four ‘Speculators’ 
Streets’ were given romantic semi-rural names: Beech-Croft, Strat-Field, Oak-Thorpe and 
Thorn-Cliffe. The roads were built between 1890 and 1894 and were named by 1897. The 
'Suburban Village of Summertown' of 1888 was already being transformed. Covenants 
required a minimum prime cost per house of £300 to £400, depending on location, 
presumably to maintain standards. Other stipulations were 'No ale beer…and no noisy, 
offensive or dangerous trade or business'. We owe a debt to the Victorians who provided us 
with an impressive legacy in the form of these streets. 
 

Issues 

- Competition for parking space is an issue.  
- Front-garden conversions to provide car-park areas reduce the appeal of the area. 
- Some street lighting is out of character. 
- Shabby garages are an eyesore, for example in Oakthorpe Place. 
- Proximity to the Summertown shopping centre and the streets' location between the 
Banbury and Woodstock Roads leads to additional traffic (rat runs) that are beyond the 
capacity of the roads. 
- The operation of the one-way system and the provision of cycling facilities require further 
review. 
 

Assets 

- A great community spirit with a good mix of families, despite the rising costs of the 
properties 
- The harmony of the remarkable period architecture 
- Proximity to community facilities, shops, restaurants, and public transport 
- The 20 mph speed limit and traffic-calming measures  
- Several historically significant buildings that warrant listing as heritage assets 
 

Guidance for new development 

- There is little availability for infill building, but, where this is planned, great care should be 
taken to respect the cohesive Victorian character of the area. 
- This area should be appraised for conservation-area status, and current planning policy 
should recognise the urgent need for this.  
- Any further transport planning should avoid increasing the traffic in these roads, and 
solutions for reducing traffic should be considered when circulation plans are reviewed. 
 
 



K. Cunliffe Close, Ferry Pool Road 
 

 
 

General overview 
Cunliffe Close is an estate with only one entrance, directly from the Banbury Road. It has a 
unique style not found elsewhere in the NF Area. It was built within the grounds of 
Somerville House, a monumental mansion dating from the end of the nineteenth century, 
now rather dilapidated. The estate respects its origin in a wooded parkland area: 
magnificent trees from that era still stand, and there is an abundance of greenery. The 
housing consists of upmarket terraces, built to three or four designs. Some houses have 
balconies with either strong horizontal wooden or integrated iron railings. The houses are all 
painted white: a ruling colour which dates this estate from the 1960s. The layout is well 
thought out, with low-key parking spaces and the provision of separate garages. 
 
The presence of Somerville House is signalled along the Banbury Road by a high stone wall, 
although the mansion itself is set well back in a wooded area and is not visible from the 
road. The De La Salle Brothers have an undistinguished modern building at the back of the 
plot. Their traditional garden adds to the tranquillity of the location. 
 
Nearer to the Banbury–Marston Ferry Road junction there is a modern terrace divided into 
blocks of four well-designed and very large yellow-brick houses, each with bay windows, a 
pitched roof, and a front garden with railings. These complement the Victorian buildings 
along the Banbury Road. Car access at the back of this development solves the parking 
issue. 
 
The area along both sides of Marston Ferry Road is dominated by a series of apartment 
blocks, of varying architectural merit.  
 
North of the Marston Ferry Road junction, the Banbury Road houses have a typical turn-of-
the-century (1900) character. Some houses are used as doctors’ and dental surgeries. 
Behind the Galaxie Hotel, just south of the shopping centre, are Diamond Cottages, a row of 



four ancient houses which date back to the earliest days of the Summertown settlement. 
They are overshadowed on the east side by the high blank wall of the Ferry Leisure Centre. 
 

History 
The Cunliffe estate has clearly benefited from being built in the wooded grounds of 
Somerville House. The nearby houses in Banbury Road remain a tribute to the grandest 
building of the Victorian era. 
 

Issues 
The main issue is the complex junction of the Banbury Road, Marston Ferry Road, and 
Moreton Road. The crossing point on the eastern side of the Banbury Road is particularly 
dangerous for pedestrians. The traffic-light system causes confusion in some of its phasing. 
 

Assets 
- The tranquillity and greenery of Cunliffe Close 
- Very good parking for most residents 
- Well-preserved heritage trees 
- Recent designs complementing the area’s Victorian heritage and respecting the generous 
off-set from the road 
 

Guidance for new development 
- The only opportunity for major development in this area would be around the Grade 2-
listed Somerville House. If this was to be considered, extreme care should be taken to retain 
its historic woodland character. 
- If the various GP surgeries are moved to a new facility, parking solutions will be required to 
suit the new usage. 
- The historic trees should be protected in any new planning application. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



L. St Margaret’s Ward and the North Oxford Victorian 

Suburb Conservation Area (NOVSCA) 

 

General Overview  
 
St Margaret’s Ward comprises more than half of the North Oxford Victorian Suburb 
Conservation Area (NOVSCA). This is characterised in the existing draft NOVSCA appraisal, 
now a decade old and unadopted, as ‘one of the most complete Victorian suburbs in 
England’.  
See: https://www.oxford.gov.uk/directory_record/375/north_oxford_victorian_suburb  
 
The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 s.69 requires Local Planning 
Authorities to review their conservation areas from time to time, and to formulate and 
publish proposals for their further preservation and enhancement.  
 
In response to pressure from the local City Councillor, an independent consultant was 
appointed to prepare a new conservation appraisal in Summer 2015. A date of January 2016 
for the final report was given. As a result, the Neighbourhood Forum determined that a 
Character Assessment of St Margaret’s Ward by Forum members (as undertaken in the 
Summertown Ward) would not be appropriate or necessary. Unfortunately, the consultant 
was not able to continue the project, and in August 2016 a new firm, Artemis Heritage, was 
appointed to conclude the appraisal.  
Artemis’ Appraisal, dated January 2017, is now with the Local Planning Authority and was 
published on 17 March 2017. See:  
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/.../id/240/north_oxford_conservation_area_appraisal.pdf.   
 



A public consultation terminated on 14 April 2017, and recommendations to the City 
Executive Board should be prepared by late 2017. 
 
Nearly the whole of St Margaret’s Ward was built on the St John’s College Estate; but, since 
many architects were involved from the mid-nineteenth to the mid-twentieth century, there 
is a variety of house styles. Victorian Gothic, Neo-Jacobean, and Arts & Crafts predominate, 
with more modern additions: the occasional adventurous townhouse, but more frequently a 
Victorian pastiche or a suburban 1950s villa. 
 
Artemis Heritage divided the NOVSCA area into eight sections, which reflect varying building 
styles. Four of these are in St Margaret’s Ward:  
 
(a) the Bardwell Estate, north of Park Town and east of the Banbury Road: Edwardian and 
Arts & Crafts houses;  
(b) the Banbury Road: a major artery road bordered by vast Victorian houses set back in 
mature front gardens; 
(c) St Margaret’s, west of the Banbury Road, bordered by the Oxford Canal: mostly Victorian 
terraces and semi-detached properties reflecting the social class of their early residents; 
(d) Lathbury and Staverton roads: early twentieth century.  
 
The majority of the NOVSCA area is in St Margaret’s Ward, and the remainder is largely in 
North Ward. North Ward is not part of the Neighbourhood Plan. 
 
The new Appraisal was keenly awaited by the Neighbourhood Forum, and it has informed 
the sections in Area L below on Issues, Assets, and Guidance for New Development. The 
Appraisal forms an integral part of the Neighbourhood Plan as it relates to St Margaret’s 
Ward. A separate character assessment of Hayfield Road, completed by local residents 
before the Artemis appraisal was commenced, is included as section L.1. 
 
History 
The St John’s Estate was developed by the College in the years after 1850 to provide homes 
for the rapidly expanding middle classes: mainly well-to-do tradesmen and the retired or 
financially independent. 
 
After 1877, when dons were allowed to marry, some settled in North Oxford; but the suburb 
had largely been built by that stage, thanks to the efforts of speculative builders funded by 
the Oxford Building and Investment Company. It is an Oxford myth that the liberation of the 
dons was the reason for the building of North Oxford. 
 
St Margaret’s Ward has remained largely residential, although, as the twentieth century 
progressed, larger mansions were converted into flats, hotels, student accommodation, and 
private educational establishments. 
 
In the past 15 years there has been a further change which may be more damaging to the 
NOVSCA area than any in the twentieth century, caused at least in part by the steep rise in 
North Oxford prices and the Government’s encouragement of buy-to-let. The result has 
been a decline in the social mix which characterised the early NOVSCA area, a lack of 



affordable housing, and the creation of a rented sector prohibitive to those on an average 
income. 
 
A further result has been the many small changes in the appearance of houses and streets in 
the conservation area. Houses have been extended, doors and windows altered, front 
gardens replaced by parking places and bins. The greenery for which North Oxford is known 
– mature trees, leafy front gardens, and glimpses between houses to vistas beyond – is 
being eroded. The Conservation Area needs to be supported by an Article 4 Direction if a 
remarkable 19th and early 20th century Victorian estate is to be preserved and enhanced. 
 
Issues 
• The need to re-engineer the major artery roads is raised time and again by residents. 
Currently roads are patched only when an accident to a cyclist or a series of complaints from 
ward councillors is considered serious enough to merit urgent action. 
 
• North/south roads are overcrowded, often grinding to a standstill at rush hours. 
East/west roads are increasingly becoming cut-throughs, and there is a particular concern 
about the five roads south of Summertown: Moreton, Lathbury, Staverton, Rawlinson, and 
Canterbury. The 20 mph signs on side roads are not respected. The County Transport Plan 
does not address these difficulties in any detail, although, without substantial and expensive 
new infrastructure, principally on Banbury Road and Woodstock Road, the success of the 
Northern Gateway will be compromised. 
 
• On current trends, buildings along the major artery roads will soon be the exclusive 
province of colleges, other educational establishments, and commercial enterprises. While 
these should be applauded for renovating several of the great North Oxford mansions, they 
often fall short when it comes to maintaining former front-garden areas – usually asphalted 
and used as car parks and bin stores. 
 
• Owners of private houses also continue to replace their front gardens with parking 
areas. The removal of low front walls and vegetation changes the proportions of streets and 
reduces the sense that planting in front gardens is for the enjoyment of the whole 
community. 
 
• The steep rise in house prices in the NOVSCA area has led to houses being (a) treated 
as capital assets, and often left empty by absent owners, and (b) extended and altered in 
ways commensurate with their owners’ wealth but unsympathetic to the Conservation 
Area. A stringent policy on ‘iceberg houses’ would assist in controlling excessive basement 
developments. 
 
• Infill building in back gardens, and in the gaps between houses, changes the 
relationships between houses and the street scene, leads to ‘overlooking’, and reduces the 
open, orchard quality of back-garden areas. 
 
• Cycle routes are not properly funded or managed. Currently the cycle routes along 
the Banbury and Woodstock roads, and Cyclox Route no. 5, are only partly completed and 
are frequently without markings. 



• Heritage assets need the protection of local listing. 
 
Assets 
• The Conservation Area illustrates the history of North Oxford, both in architectural 
and social terms. It is an invaluable but fragile physical expression of Oxford’s Victorian and 
post-Victorian rise in academic, religious, and civic importance. 
 
• Buildings on the main artery roads – Woodstock and Banbury – are now largely 
owned by institutions, but side streets still remain mostly domestic in character. The 
domestic quality of much of St Margaret’s is a special characteristic of the area. 
 
• There is easy access to: 
 i)  Port Meadow, an SSSI 
 ii)The Trap Grounds designated as a “Town Green” and “Local Wildlife Site” 
 iii) the Oxford Canal and towpath 
 iv) Aristotle Recreation Ground 
 
Apart from these public green spaces, there is a high degree of ‘greenery’ from front 
gardens, from glimpses between houses, and from trees planted in pavements. 
 
• Access to public transport is excellent.  
 
• St Margaret’s has a refurbished and thriving community centre – the St Margaret’s 
Institute – held on a 999-year lease from St John’s College, and run by and for the 
community. 
 
• A vital ‘community hub’ at the junction of Hayfield/Kingston/Polstead roads, 
consisting of a shop/ delicatessen, a garage repair workshop, a pub, and the community 
building – is soon to be joined by a small new commercial/office development. 
 
• Several Grade II listed buildings and heritage assets are listed by Artemis Heritage in 
their Appraisal (See the list appended to this item.) 
 
Guidance for new development 
 
• The Neighbourhood Plan proposes the creation of a rolling five-year conservation 
management plan for the protection of the NOVSCA St Margaret’s area. This should be 
taken into account in any development proposal. 
 
• The appearance of the canal frontage along Bainton/Kingston Roads should be 
protected by controlling the size/light-pollution effect of house extensions/garden studios. 
 
• Railings are now being put in where originally feather-board (close-board) fencing 
was used. This is particularly concerning in the Arts & Crafts part of the NOVSCA area, e.g. 
Belbroughton/Northmoor/Charlbury roads, where iron railings are changing the cottage-
style look of the streetscape. Part of the reason for this may be the ‘Railings Guide’ 
produced by the City Council and Oxford Preservation Trust, which specifies appropriate 



railing types and inevitably suggests that railings are the best choice. This will not always be 
the case. 
 
• There are very few sites now available for development fronting on to roads in the St 
Margaret’s Area. However it is likely that large back-garden areas will be identified for infill 
projects. These need to be designed sensitively to maintain as far as possible the ‘glimpses 
through’ which are defined as a central characteristic of the area, both in the current draft 
Appraisal and in the new Artemis Heritage draft.  
 
• A major feature of North Oxford is its ‘leafiness’. As far as possible, and accepting the 
need for off-street parking, trees and vegetation in front gardens should be maintained and 
enhanced. 
 
• Developers should start from the presumption that the NOVSCA Conservation Area 
is a heritage asset in itself, and that any development must enhance or at least conserve its 
character, as defined by the existing and new draft Appraisals. 
 
 
Grade II Listed Buildings in St Margaret’s Ward 
1 Belbroughton Road 
2–4 Charlbury Road 
7 Linton Road 
2 &20 Northmoor Road 
St Margaret’s Church and Vicarage 
First World War Memorial 
Canal Bridge over Aristotle Lane 
105 & 121 Banbury Road 
 
Possible Grade II/Heritage Assets in St Margaret’s Ward, as listed by Artemis Heritage under 
‘Locally Significant Buildings’ 
Cherwell Boathouse, Bardwell Road 
3, 5, 9, & 10 Belbroughton Road 
11 Chadlington Road 
22 & 29 Charlbury Road 
18 & 20 Northmoor Road and St Andrew’s Church 
2 Polstead Road 
St Margaret’s Institute, Polstead Road 
12 Rawlinson Road 
94 Woodstock Road 
106 Banbury Road 
 
 

 

  



L.1 Hayfield Road 

 

GENERAL OVERVIEW 

Hayfield Road is consistent with the rest of the Conservation Area in that its houses are 

constructed of red brick, with slate roofs and stone detailing, but it has a uniform character 

that sets it apart from the surrounding streets. The houses are all well-proportioned two-

storey buildings fronting directly on to the pavement. Built in symmetrical pairs with 

intermittent side passageways, they are configured in blocks of eight or ten dwellings.  

The uniformity of the terraced frontages makes the variations from house to house all the 

more striking, notably in the individual ornamental stone carvings of fruits or plants set over 

each front door which were a signature of the architect, H. W. Moore, linking these plain and 

unpretentious dwellings with the grander North Oxford houses in the suburb that were also 

designed by Moore. 

Unlike the predominantly leafy appearance of most of the suburb, there is little greenery in 

the street. Consequently the residents particularly value the pair of birches planted next to 

the bollards at the southern end, and cherry and plum trees in the car park at Aristotle 

House (due to be replaced when the site is redeveloped), which soften the urban character 

of the street. 

On the west side, the back gardens of the houses reach down to the bank of the Oxford 

Canal. Number 57 has the only two-storey extension in the street, owing its existence to the 

fact that there was once a dairy in the back garden.  

 

 



HISTORY 

Hayfield Road is shown on Benjamin Cole's map of 1720 as a lane called “The Upper Way to 

Wolvercote”. At the south end, from at least 1718 there was a hostelry, known first as 

Heyfield's Hutt, named after the landlord of the time. It was eventually rebuilt in 1937 as 

The Anchor Inn, which still stands today. 

Commercial premises were (and still are) confined to this end of the street. Next to the 

public house were stables, dating from the eighteenth century, when annual horse races 

were held on nearby Port Meadow. The stables evolved into a hansom-cab business, and 

since the 1930s a garage, now known as Aladdin, has operated on the site. Next to Aladdin 

two shops were established in 1890 in a building currently occupied by a thriving 

delicatessen and newsagent's business.  

Opposite the shop was a working coal wharf, constructed in 1789 when the Oxford Canal 

reached this point from Coventry. Until its demise in the 1960s, the coal trade operated from 

Navigation House, a large brick building on the site, which was eventually replaced by a large 

office building, known as Aristotle House, in 1973. (These premises are due to be 

demolished and replaced by four four-bedroomed houses, offices, and two flats.) 

In October 1888 the Oxford Industrial and Provident Land and Building Society completed 

the building of 72 “model artisans' dwellings” to a design by H Wilkinson Moore, the St 

John's College architect, on land leased from the College. They were mainly leased to local 

tradespeople and sub-let to manual workers and their families. 

The houses were gradually sold off as freehold in the 1960s. With rising house prices and 

increased affluence, many have been refurbished and extended at the back. In 1985 the 

permanent closure of the street to cars and motorcycles at the south end excluded the 

heavy lorry traffic that used to shake the foundations, and reduced the noise and exhaust 

fumes that used to penetrate beyond the house fronts.  

 

ASSETS 

The Anchor pub and restaurant is a valued amenity. Constructed in 1937, it is typical of 

public houses built at that time. Over the doors it has the original Hall's Brewery motif in 

metalwork, and the latest refurbishment, in 2013, uncovered the Hall's Brewery tiles to the 

right of the door on to Hayfield Road. The patio at the front contributes to the area's open 

feel. 

The Aladdin Garage next door is a fairly low building set well back from the street, which 

houses the works, with a yard in front. While the building is not particularly attractive, it has 



the merit of not imposing itself on the street. On a gatepost is an attractive carving of 

Aladdin's lamp, by local sculptor Martin Jennings. 

At 4-6 Hayfield Road the ground floor is currently occupied by The Hayfield Deli, 

with four flats above. The building is somewhat larger than properties in the rest of the 

street, but it has similar features – red brick, slate roof, and stone detailing over the door at 

each side of the building, very similar to that over the doors of all the houses in the street. 

At the south end there is easy access to the Aristotle Lane Recreation Ground and to Port 

Meadow; at both ends of the street there is easy access to the Canal towpath and the Trap 

Grounds Town Green and Local Wildlife Site. All these offer green spaces and opportunities 

for fresh air and exercise that are greatly valued by local residents. 

 

ISSUES 

Of greatest concern to residents is the need to retain the closure of the street at the south 

end. The bollards across the road outside the shop ensure that the street is safe enough to 

form part of a designated cycle route for the many children who travel along it to the local 

primary and secondary schools. Concomitantly, it will always be necessary to retain the 

turning circle at the south end of the street, which is essential for the use of emergency 

vehicles and delivery services.  

A second general concern is the need to retain or replace the trees at the south end, which 

help to alleviate the stark visual impact of the street. 

A matter of future concern may be the aspiration of some residents to extend their 

properties by excavating basements under their houses. There are currently no basements in 

Hayfield Road; such a proposal would need very careful consideration, given the 

construction of the properties on the very edge of the Thames Valley gravel terrace, and the 

consequent risk of undermining the foundations. 

 

GUIDANCE FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT 

The following list summarises the most important features which it is desirable to maintain 

in order to preserve the distinctive character of the street.  

• The human scale of the street, with an absence of over-bearing buildings. 

• The use of red brick and slate roofing. 

• The stone-washed or white-painted lintel above each front door. 



• Windows and doors sympathetic to the original Victorian sash windows, by use of 

traditional materials and styles which echo the existing window styles. 

• Original garden walls with their typical North Oxford red brick with half-round 

coping. 

Some characteristics of the street have deteriorated over time, detracting from the overall 

appearance. It would be beneficial if the deterioration could be halted or reversed. For 

example: 

• The stone ledge detail on the chimney stacks has frequently crumbled, and the 

original red clay pots have been replaced by a jumble of different styles. Restoration would 

be a welcome enhancement to the roofscape. 

• Similarly the tiled partition ridges on the roofs with their decorative stone filials have 

in some places deteriorated markedly. 

• On one or two houses, roof lights have been fitted to the street-facing side. The 

installation of further Velux windows – or dormer windows or solar panels – would spoil the 

roofscape and detract from the harmonious character of the street. 

• Apart from the traditional postbox outside the Deli, the street furniture is 

unattractive, consisting of a clutter of street signs, ugly modern street lamps, meter boxes, 

and several metal telecommunications boxes at the south end. Over time these things will 

need to be replaced, ideally with designs which better suit the area, particularly the street 

lamps. 

This character assessment, produced in May 2017, is based on a more detailed document 
compiled in 2014 by Jonathan Clarke and the Hayfield Road Residents' Association as a 

supplement to the Draft North Oxford Victorian Suburb Conservation Area Appraisal. 
 

M. Woodstock Road 

General overview 
Woodstock Road, the A4144, is one of two main arterial roads connecting North Oxford with 
the city centre. It is a very attractive wide road with gentle curves and slopes, lined by 
mature trees and shrubs on pavements and in the front gardens of houses. The leafy green 
appearance of Woodstock Road is usually the first feature listed by anyone describing the 
attractions of North Oxford. Unfortunately this road is now dominated by traffic, with 
tailbacks at peak times. There is significant air and noise pollution. 
 



Most of the houses are large detached houses built in the first half of the twentieth century. 
There is no dominant architectural style, but the overall effect is very pleasant. Many of the 
houses have had minor alterations, no doubt for practical reasons, but these have not 
adversely affected their appearance or architectural integrity. There is some later infill 
development, and in some places small houses and small blocks of flats have been built on 
larger plots after demolition of the original houses. These modern developments are often 
of Edwardian-pastiche design and of little architectural merit. The houses are partly hidden 
by the trees in their front gardens. These front gardens are large enough to accommodate 
off-road parking with ease. The property boundaries are a mixture of brick and stone walls, 
fences and hedges. 
 
St Edward’s School, located half-way down the road on the east side, is a significant 
collection of buildings adding to the interest of this important entrance road. The playing 
fields opposite are part of a smooth transition to the Oxford Canal green space. The 1960s 
teaching block, by the main entrance to the school complex, is a low point in an otherwise 
splendid series of red-brick Victorian Gothic buildings. 
 
The Woodstock Road is wide enough to allow for three lanes of traffic, including a bus lane 
on the east side of the road. The pavements are wide enough to allow for a cycle lane on 
the west pavement, but currently this is little more than a painted white line. The tarmac of 
the road is in poor condition. The pavements, also tarmac, do nothing to improve the 
landscape. There is little good-quality street furniture, and no benches for pedestrians other 
than at bus stops. The double yellow lines, indicating no parking, and the white line 
indicating the cycle track, are obtrusive. 
 
The entrance to Elizabeth Jennings Way has an undistinguished modern block of flats, best 

described as Edwardian-pastiche, on the south corner and a view towards playing fields and 

a small Edwardian sports pavilion on the north corner.  

The streetscape is saved by glorious mature trees. Most of these are in front gardens, but 
there are four mature (and one replacement) lime trees in the west pavement. 
 

History 
Woodstock Road was first developed by successful tradesmen building a few large houses in 
the first half of the nineteenth century. Two of these three large houses remain. Henley 
House has been converted into Lynam’s School. Functional school buildings have been built 
in front of it, but the whole site is well hidden behind a stone wall and superimposed hedge; 
Summertown Villa is a substantial Regency-style house, built in 1840, which cannot be seen 
as it is set well back from the road; The Avenue, built by George Kimber, the original 
developer of Summertown, was demolished and replaced by Bishop Kirk School in 1964. The 
school was in turn demolished in 1994 and replaced with Bishop Kirk Place housing. 
 

Issues 
- Woodstock Road works beyond capacity at peak times. The North Oxford Transport 
strategy (NOTS) predicts that in 2026 south-bound peak morning traffic will have increased 
by 44 per cent. This increasing gridlock will be intolerable and makes no sense in terms of 



the city’s economy or the quality of life of either residents or commuters. Traffic is made 
worse by east–west traffic to Headington being channelled along Moreton Road (B4495), a 
short residential road, to Marston Ferry Road.  
 
- The character of the area is in danger of being eroded by piecemeal demolition of houses 
and overdevelopment of their plots with poorly designed pastiche houses. The character of 
individual houses is being damaged by unsympathetic alterations. This is another argument 
for including the area in a Conservation Area and protecting the integrity of these houses 
with an Article 4 Direction. 
 
- Woodstock Road has very poor foundations, with the result that heavy traffic causes 
rutting of the road surface and potholes. Both roads require frequent patching and 
resurfacing. In the long term it would be more economical for them to be re-engineered. 
This would also provide an opportunity to lay a tramway. The rails for the tramway could be 
laid in grass, which would break up the monotony of tarmac and improve the appearance of 
the road.  
 
- A well-engineered cycle lane down the Woodstock Road is essential if cycle use is to be 
encouraged. The present cycle lane is inadequate. Oxfordshire County Council proposes a 
Cycle Super Route down the Woodstock Road. This needs to be continuous and dedicated 
solely to cyclists, separating them from vehicular traffic and pedestrians. It should be clearly 
indicated by the colour of the surface, yet unobtrusive. 
 

Assets 
- Woodstock Road Baptist Church is on the southern corner of Beechcroft Road. The 1897 

church hall is hidden by a utilitarian 1930s hall with a 21st-century entrance. It is set back 

from the Woodstock Road, its lawn and mature pine trees providing a pleasant green space.  

- Keble and St Hugh’s sports ground is at the north-west end. It gives a sense of space to the 

road, despite being partly hidden by a high chain-link fence and hedging. 

- The attractive Arts & Crafts house on the corner of Lathbury Road was recently saved from 
demolition and redevelopment. It is in the NOVSCA area. The attractive, but less important, 
Edwardian house on the corner of Elizabeth Jennings Way was demolished and replaced by 
inferior Edwardian-pastiche flats. It was not in a Conservation Area. 
- The leafy green character of the Woodstock Road should be regarded as a heritage asset 
and protected for the future. All but two of the trees on this stretch of the Woodstock Road 
are in private gardens and unprotected. They are vulnerable to residents worried about 
falling branches, intolerant of shade or fallen leaves, or just wanting more off-road parking. 
This is a strong argument for extending the North Oxford Victorian Suburb Conservation 
Area (NOVSCA) up to the Ring Road. 
 

 Guidance for new development 

- A continuous dedicated bus lane from Peartree Park and Ride and Oxford Parkway Railway 
Station down the Woodstock Road to the city centre is urgently needed.  



- More radical solutions, such as city-centre congestion charging and a tramway, need to be 
considered in the medium term. 
- Respectful contemporary architecture should be encouraged. 

 

N. Banbury Road 

General overview 
Banbury Road is one of the main artery roads into the city of Oxford, a signature entrance 

route, and the backbone of the Neighbourhood Forum Area. It is broad, tree-lined, and 

characterised by a series of grand, detached Victorian mansions at the approach to St Giles.   

At the Cutteslowe roundabout, where the Banbury Road enters from the north, the route 

begins fairly modestly with low-rise housing and some elegant flats, shielded from the road 

by landscaped trees and greenery. On the west side there are two high-end B&B hotels. 

These and the large building next to them are a tribute to recent architectural practice, 

respectful of the road’s heritage. On the east side, near Hernes Road, there are well-

designed modern retirement flats. 

The new d’Overbroeck’s School site, soon to be completed, spans the Banbury Road just 

beyond the Squitchey Lane intersection. This consists of a grand refurbished Italianate Villa 

(formerly a Masonic Lodge) to the west, which is to become the main building, with a 

modern school complex behind it and a new boarding house opposite. Further down on the 

east side is the striking  church hall of St Michael and All Angels, with the church itself on the 

next corner. This is followed by a row of Victorian terraced houses, many of them converted 

to Bed & Breakfast establishments. 

Following some important commercial building on the west side (legal and insurance offices, 

and BBC Oxford), the Summertown shops commence. Here the Banbury Road is in a 20-mile-

an-hour zone. The shopping centre has a pleasant, pedestrian-friendly ambience and draws 

in a great deal of outside trade.  The broad pavements host a weekly farmers’ market and 

are generally crowded with walkers, and there are public benches as well as pavement cafés. 

There are many essential retail outlets: for example, four supermarkets and two chemists, 

and several restaurants, cafés, a bar,  and a popular pub.  The area has a very mixed 

demographic, being frequented by local residents, office workers, and teenagers from 

nearby schools. 

Beyond the shopping centre, the magnificent Victorian mansions of the internationally 

famous North Oxford Estate begin and continue all the way to the city centre. The high 

Victorian stone walls hiding the wooded gardens around Somerville House and the Fairfield 

Residential Home are worthy of note. 



Banbury Road sets the mood for those arriving in a unique city and, with its numerous high-

quality hotels and restaurants, encourages many to stay longer.  It is arguably the finest of 

the city’s arterial roads. 

History  

Banbury Road has a lively history. As a turnpike it dates back to the 16th century, and North 

Parade and South Parade (two attractive streets, leading off it, lined with galleries and 

restaurants) were named after the troop positions of the rival armies in the Civil War. 

Diamond Hall was a well-documented 17th-century public house along this route, reputedly 

frequented by highwaymen. Its name lives on in the area. 

 

The Banbury Road became very significant towards the end of the 19th century, when 

Summertown was incorporated into the City of Oxford and was quickly developed. Victorian 

foresight and imagination then set the scene for this splendid tree-lined avenue, which is a 

fitting entrance to one of the most exciting cities in the world. 

Issues 
- Banbury Road is heavily used by buses, cars and cycles, all competing for road space. The 

splendid trees both on the pavement and at the edge of gardens prevent the road being 

substantially widened. As a result, various traffic-management measures need to be 

considered as a matter of urgency. 

- The off-set junction with Marston Ferry Road and Moreton Road creates confusion for 

drivers and danger for pedestrians on the eastern side of Banbury Road. 

- The approach routes to pedestrian crossings need reviewing.   

 

Assets 
- Great overall impression as a gateway to Oxford 
- Powerful Victorian heritage 
- Well-set-back buildings leaving space for generous front gardens and pavements with 
mature trees 
- Very good public transport 
- Some responsible recent architecture respecting the road’s heritage 
- A truly green access corridor  

 

Guidance for new development 
- All trees need to be protected. 

- Potential new buildings should be set back and shielded by well-designed green frontage. 

- Banbury Road is robust enough to accept contemporary architecture, but this needs to be    

of the highest quality if it is to justify its place in Oxford’s impressive gateway.  

 


